Textbooks/ Resources for Summer 2011

All textbooks are available for purchase in the Medical School Bookstore, for loan in the GEMS / MSIBS Library (Room 3301), are available for use in Becker Library (on Reserve at the Circulation Desk) or are available electronically where noted.

Math/Statistics Workshop (Gang Shi)
Recommended (not required) Textbook:

Additional Online Math/Stats Preparation if desired: http://www.khanacademy.org/

M21-503 – Statistical Computation with SAS® (Karen Schwander)
Recommended (not required)


M21-515 Fundamentals of Genetic Epidemiology (Treva Rice and Yun Ju Sung)
Recommended (not required)

There are 2 versions of this 2010 edition, one a hardback. The other is a paperback, but the paperback has access to e-learning platform by Friedrich Pahlke. The hardback may well be more expensive, even though paperback has access to the e-learning platform.

M21-550 Bioinformatics (Charles Gu and Gary Stormo)
Main Text:

Reference Texts:
Another book I will use is the following, to which the students should have electronic access through Becker Library.

Print edition on reserve and is also available in electronic format via Becker Library.